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Abstract

This paper presents a possible method for decommissioning of the horizontal fuel channels in the CANDU 6 nuclear reactor, a new device design concept solution with an operating panel. The device shall be designed according to the radiation protection procedures. The horizontal fuel channels decommissioning device from the CANDU 6 nuclear reactor is an electromechanical system with many freedom degrees, able to perform the internal components extraction and manage the storage into the waste container. The operations are performed under the control of a system equipped with a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and monitored by an operator panel, Human Machine Interface (HMI) type. The fuel channel decommissioning device ensures full radiation protection of workers and environment during the dismantling stages.
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1. Introduction

The nuclear reactors are designed and manufactured in respect with the specific requirements of codes and standards described in the AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited), specified documents for fabrication of components, equipment and systems, required for the construction and operation of CANDU nuclear reactor into the power plant.

The decommissioning activities are: dismantling, demolition, controlled removal of equipment, components, conventional or hazardous waste (radioactive, toxic) in compliance with the international basic safety standards on radiation protection.

The decommissioning device concept proposes an assembly composed by two main parts: the device itself and a flexible platform support for coupling to the selected channel to be dismantled.

The fuel channel decommissioning device is an autonomous device designed for dismantling and extraction of the channel closure plug and shield plug, extraction of the end fitting, cutting and extraction of the pressure tube.

2. Fuel Channel – the Main Components

The CANDU 6 reactors are the following general features of the fuel channels:

- 380 fuel channels/reactor;
- each fuel channel reactor has as main components:
  - one pressure tube made by Zi 2,5% NB (diameter 103,4 mm, thickness 4,19 mm) inside one calandria tube made by Zircaloy 2 (diameter 129,0 mm, thickness 1,37 mm)
  - four annulus spacers made by Incon.X750 (coil diameter 4,83 mm, 4 pieces) which ensure the gap between pressure and calandria tubes;
  - twelve fuel bundles by fissile isotopes (U235, Pu239) and fertile materials (U238, U232); as remark: the fuel bundles are removed from reactor channel long time before starting decommissioning process. [3] [9] [24]

The time life of the fuel channel is for 30 years at 80% of its capacity and 24 years for full capacity functioning. These main components are illustrated in the Figure 1. [9]

2.1. Calandria Reference Plans

For the installation of the fuel channel into the calandria CANDU nuclear reactor, shall defining the reference plans, measurements reported to reference plans which to comply the requirements described in the AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) specified documents. [1] [3] [6] [9]

The Calandria reference plans are carried out between R and R' plans. These are defined as reference planes for front and rear part of the calandria and are illustrated in Figure 2.
The plans determination operations are as follows:

- preliminary determination of the R plan;
- preliminary determination of the R’ plan;
- establishing of the R plan reference and markers reference;
- distance determining between P and P’ plans reference, front and back calandria plane;
- establishing of the R’ plan reference and markers reference.
The measurements for fuel channel length calculation provide three fuel channels category:
- A channel category - nominal length of 10,850 mm;
- B channel category - nominal length of 10,836 mm;
- C channel category - nominal length of 10,820 mm;

The distance measurements from the plan R or R’ to end fitting for fuel channel type is prepared to:
- R-A / R’-A’ = 213.36 mm;
- R-B / R’-B’ = 220.98 mm;
- R-C / R’-C’ = 228.60 mm.

The registration document of the fuel channel length calculation for each channel type contains information about channel elements length, shown in table 1.

### Table 1. Channel elements length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel category</th>
<th>Pressure tube length PT (mm)</th>
<th>Sub-assembly length EF-PT (mm)</th>
<th>Final length of FC (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>X-1496.57</td>
<td>X+765.61</td>
<td>X+3027.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>X-1511.81</td>
<td>X+730.37</td>
<td>X+3012.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>X-1527.05</td>
<td>X+735.13</td>
<td>X+2997.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where: EF-End Fitting, PT-Pressure Tube, FC-Fuel Channel and X measured distance between P and P’ plane.

All registration documents check documents and relating reports to the installation of the fuel channel are part of the registration procedure of the reactor assembly process.

### 2.2. General Presentation of the Fuel Channel

The fuel channels are the main features of a CANDU reactor, and their reliability is crucial to the performance of the reactor. The components of the fuel channel design are illustrated in Figure 3.


![Figure 3. Schematic illustration of a CANDU fuel channel](image-url)
3. Decommissioning device concept

This concept aims to achieve the requirements of nuclear materials, regarding the nuclear radiation.

Hereunder is shown the nuclear radiation half-life for each isotope:
- U235 has 704 million years
- U238 has 4.468 billion years
- Pu239 has 24110 years

That it means during handling of these materials we have to consider all possible protection rules as mandatory to be applied.

The dismantling of fuel channels components is a complex process that requires piece by piece removal activities. All operations shall be performed by a remote controlled decommissioning device, able to perform all operations in decommissioning process as follows: extracting the channel closure plug and the channel shield plug, cutting the pressure tube (PT) in two parts during extracting phase of it, extract the end fitting (EF).

All operations performed achieve the maximum radiation protection degree and represent a safety solution to protect the operators and the environment. [7] [14] [22]

3.1. Device Assembly Components Presentation

The device assembly for fuel channel components decommissioning is composed of the device itself (1) and moving platform (2) that contains the device support assembly (3) for front alignment at the fuel channel (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the device assembly components

The moving platform allows precise positioning in front of the fuel channel which shall be decommissioned. The device support assembly is required for positioning the decommissioning device at the fuel channel which shall be dismantled.

3.2. Decommissioning Device Components Presentation

The decommissioning device is able to perform the following operations:
- the storage of the channel closure plug extracted from the end fitting;
- the storage of the channel shield plug extracted from the liner tube;
- the storage of the pressure tube extracted from the fuel channel;
- the storage of the end fitting.

The parts of decommissioning device concept are illustrated in the Figure 5: the coupling and locking fuel channel module (1), the safety valve assembly to the fuel channel (2), the storage tubes assembly for extracted components (3), the handling elements assembly (4), the cutting and extraction device (5) and the housing device (6).

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the device components

The cutting and extraction device consists of the following modules: guiding-fixing module (1), traction modules (2), guiding-fixing module at cutting (3), cutting module (4), guiding-extracting module (5) articulated elements (6) for modules connecting and command cable (7) (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Representation of the cutting and extraction device components

3.3. Coupling and Locking Fuel Channel Module

The coupling and locking module is a stand-alone device, for coupling and fixing the device at the fuel channel for performing the dismantling operations. The operation of the fuel channel coupling device is done manually by the operator. The coupling and locking module consists of the auxiliary closing piece (2), the locking cylinder (3), the safety seal (4) of the locking cylinder and is coupled to the
fuel channel (1). After fuel channel module coupling, is mounted a protective cylindrical shield, made by two semicircular pieces, assembled with screws. This shield covers the end fitting for the radiation protection of the operator, after extraction of the fuel channel end fitting, exemplified in Figure 7).

3.4. Safety Valve Assembly Presentation

The safety valve allows the access of handling elements into the fuel channel to achieve the dismantling operations, and consist of the safety valve itself (1) and the actuator (2), exemplified in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Representation of the safety valve of the device](image)

3.5. Storage Tubes Assembly Presentation

The storage tubes assembly is used to receive the extracted components of the fuel channel, as a result of the dismantling operations, exemplified in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. The storage tube assembly components](image)

The storage tubes assembly is mounted on a shaft driven by a gear motor to turning it in order to place a tube in front of the access valve for access to the fuel channel.

The storage tubes are used as follows:

- the Blue tube for storage of the pressure tube;
- the Red tube for the fitting end storage;
- the Yellow tube for storage of the channel closure plug and the channel shield plug;
- the Green tube for storage of the extended channel closure plug.

3.6. The Handling Elements Assembly

The handling elements assembly is composed of the sleigh assembly (1), the sleigh travel actuator (2), the stationary tube of the cutting and extraction device (3), connecting cable roller of the cutting and extraction device (4), the extracting actuator of the end fitting (5), exemplified in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. The handling elements assembly](image)

The handling elements assembly can operate two positions in order to place one element front of the storage tube:

- one position is when the stationary tube it is in working direction for the movement of the cutting and extraction device; cable roller realize the cable progress or tightening of the cutting and extraction device in time of displacement; the operations are the extraction of the channel closure plug, the channel shield plug, cutting and extraction of the pressure tube;
- the second position is when the extracting actuator it is in working direction; the operations are extraction of the end fitting, installation or removal of the extended channel closure plug.

4. General Steps of Components Dismantling

The fuel channels dismantling is a complex process and requires activities such as locking/unlocking the channel closure plug and the shield plug, pressure tube cutting, extracting of the components from inside of the nuclear reactor channel, as well as radioactive waste management. When the extraction steps are completed, the decommissioning device is displaced to the transport container for transfer and storage of the dismantled components in the dedicated facilities.

4.1. General Consideration

Considering the fuel channel complexity at the design of the decommissioning device shall be taken into account the detailed fuel channel description and its components, the installation documents history of the fuel channel, adequate radiological criteria for decommissioning guidance, the proposed program description of the fuel channel decommissioning and its components, the equipments and methods used to verify the compliance with the decommissioning criteria.
The dismantling of fuel channel components is performed when the initial conditions are reached: no fuel bundles in the fuel channels, the cooling system should be empty by coolant, the feeders coupling of each feed pipes are removed and the connection is covered with a lid.

The decommissioning operations of a fuel channel should be identical repeated the all of 380 fuel channels of the nuclear reactor, from the front side (plane R), to the rear side (plane R') of calandria.

4.2. Mounting of the Device on the Moving Platform

This platform performs the movement of the device, parallel with the plane of the reactor (horizontal and vertical) in order to align it with one of the 380 fuel channels.

The platform support for moving and positioning device has 2 freedom degrees due to the X-axis movement (horizontal movement) and Z axis (vertical movement). The cutting and extraction device perform a forward/retreat movement along the Y axis and a rotational movement along the Y axis, so that it has two freedom degrees, as exemplified in Figure 11.

4.3. Dismantling of the Positioning Assembly

Before to start of the fuel channel decommissioning operations, should be manually performed the positioning assembly dismantling (see Figure 12).

4.4. Decommissioning Device Coupling to the Fuel Channel

The coupling of the device to the fuel channel is performed manually by the operator. The coupling and fixing steps are (see Figure 13):

- platform moving to the fuel channel which will be dismantled;
- moving the decommissioning device to the position that the coupling/extraction head is under the end fitting and then this is lifted to a contact position with the end fitting;
- introduce the auxiliary piece (brown piece) for coupling/extraction head closing;
- locking cylinder (yellow piece) of the coupling/extraction head moving in the "locked" position;
- mounting of the protective cylindrical screen, made from two semicircular pieces by screws joined, which cover the end fitting, for the operator radiation protection after the fuel channel end fitting extraction;

4.5. Dismantling of the Fuel Channel Components

After the device is coupled to the fuel channel it’s possible to proceed to the fuel channel dismantling operations. The components dismantling operations to the fuel channel are performed by the operator, on the decommissioning device operator panel.

4.5.1. Removal of the Fuel Channel Closure Plug and the Shield Plug

For the closure plug removal the preliminary operations are:

- the storage tube assembly rotation command so that the tube for the pressure tube storage (the blue tube) to reach the working position, coaxial with the axis of the fuel channel reactor;
- the opening command of the device safety valve assembly;
- the movement command of the handling elements assembly that the stationary tube of the cutting and extraction device to reach the working position.
After finishing the preliminary operations, the operator command the cutting and extraction device to moving, unlocking, extraction and storage of the channel closure plug in the yellow tube (see Figure 14). [6] [9]

Figure 14. Representation of the channel closure plug extraction

After extraction and storage of the channel closure plug, the operator command the cutting and extraction device to moving, unlocking, extraction and storage of the shield plug in the yellow tube (see Figure 15). [6] [9]

Figure 15. Representation of the shield plug extraction and plugs storage

4.5.2. Cutting of the Pressure Tube

For pressure tube cutting it is necessary to bring the blue tube in the working position (see Figure 16). [6] [9]

Figure 16. Representation of the cutting in the middle of the pressure tube

The second step of the pressure tube cutting operation is the positioning of the cutting and extraction device at the end of the pressure tube at the joint with the end fitting and blocking the guiding-fixing module claws.

After positioning and blocking, the operator commands the cutting module to start the cutting operation. The cutting operation is monitored by video camera, for cutting viewing, and pyrometer for temperature recording in the cutting area (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. Representation of the cutting at the end of the pressure tube

After the end of the cutting operations, the cutting and extraction device is retreated in the stationary tube from the handling elements assembly.

The cutting operations are monitored by video camera and pyrometers for recording the temperature in the cutting rollers area.

4.5.3. Extraction of the End Fitting

The end fitting extraction preliminary operations are performed by dragging the handling elements assembly that the extracting actuator of the end fitting and the red tube from the storage tubes assembly reach the working position.

The operator commands the extension of the extracting actuator until the coupling and blocking with the end fitting. After coupling and blocking to the end fitting it is possible to command the withdrawal of the extracting actuator to the storing position in the red tube (see Figure 18).

Figure 18. Representation of the coupling and extraction of the end fitting

After end fitting extraction, it is necessary to close the fuel channel, until the pressure tube extraction. To perform this operation, the operator should turn the storage tubes assembly until the green tube reaches the working position (see Figure 19). In this tube is located the final channel closure plug. When the green tube is in working position, the operator command the extension of the extracting actuator, to push from the green tube the final channel closure plug until the closing of the fuel channel.

Figure 19. Representation of the final channel closure plug mounting

Finally the fuel channel is closed and the extracting actuator is withdrawn.
The next step is to close the safety valve. The closing operation of the fuel channel is necessary to ensure a radiation protection during the dismantling of the protective cylindrical screen.

4.5.4. Extraction of the Pressure Tube

The pressure tube extraction preliminary operations are as following:
- coupling manually the decommissioning device to the fuel channel;
- protective cylindrical sleeve mounting;
- command the rotation of the storage tube assembly so that - the green tube to reach the working position;
- the opening command of the device safety valve assembly (see Figure 20);

![Figure 20. Representation of the preliminary operations](image)

After decommissioning device coupling, the operator command the extracting actuator extension, to extract the final channel closure plug and store it in the green tube (see Figure 21).

![Figure 21. Representation of the final channel closure plug extraction and storage](image)

The operator command the movement the blue tube for the pressure tube storage from the storage tube assembly and the handling elements assembly that the stationary tube of the cutting and extraction device to reach the working position. After positioning of the storage tube assembly and the handling elements assembly, the operator can command the cutting module to extract and store the pressure tube into the blue tube from the storage tube assembly (see Figure 22).

![Figure 22. Representation of the storage tube assembly, the handling elements assembly positioning and extraction and storage of the pressure tube](image)

The final step is to close again the fuel channel. To perform this operation, the operator should turn the storage tubes assembly until the green tube, where is located the final channel closure plug, and the extracting actuator from the handling elements assembly, reach the working position.

4.5.5. Final Closing of the Fuel Channel

The next command is the extracting actuator extension, to push from the green tube, the final channel closure plug until the fuel channel final closing. After final closing, the extracting actuator returns to the handling elements assembly.

The last operation after fuel channel closing is to close the safety valve and withdrawal of the decommissioning device from the front of the fuel channel. The closing operation of the fuel channel is necessary to ensure a radiation protection during the dismantling of the protective cylindrical sleeve (see Figure 23).

![Figure 23. Representation of the final channel closure plug mounting, the access valve closing and withdrawal of the extracting actuator](image)
After fuel channel components are dismantled, the charged decommissioning device is moved back with the moving platform to the transfer position, at the container transport, for the decommissioned materials storage transfer.

5. Operating Presentation of the Decommissioning Device

The fuel channel decommissioning activities involve the remote devices coordination to prevent the contact of the operators with some removed components proximity.

All operations performed achieve the maximum radiation protection degree and represent a safety solution to protect the operators and the environment.

5.1. General Considerations

The decommissioning device for the horizontal fuel channels is a device allowing retrieval of the internal fuel channels components of the horizontal calandria nuclear reactor, providing the biological protection and the containment of contamination. The decommissioning device system is automated each operation step shall be confirmed by the operator after its finalization, to preparing the next operation step. When the extraction step is completed, the decommissioning device is displaced to the transport container for transfer and storage the dismantled components in the dedicated facilities. [7] [13] [14] [22]

5.2. Decommissioning Device Automation Presentation

The dismantling operations of the decommissioning device are performed under the control of a system equipped with a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and monitored by an operator panel type Human Machine Interface (Touch Screen HMI).

The main functional blocks of the fuel channels decommissioning device are:

- control unit for operation and parameters visualization (equipped with PLC and Touch Screen HMI);
- control unit of the moving platform (equipped with motors, encoders, limit switches);
- control unit of the safety valve opening/closing (equipped with actuator, proximity switches);
- control unit of the storage tubes assembly rotating (equipped with motors, encoders, limit switches);
- control unit of the handling elements assembly movement (equipped with actuators, proximity switches);
- control unit for the connecting cable roller of the cutting and extracting device;
- control unit of the cutting and extracting device (equipped with motors, actuators, encoders, limit switches, position switches, video camera, pyrometers);
- control unit for the radiation level monitoring of the dismantled components (equipped with radiation sensor and parameters visualization operator panel).

5.3. HMI Operator Panel Presentation

In the Touch Screen HMI operator panel are designed, using specialized software, viewing and operating screens of the decommissioning stages. The operating structure screens are designed on three operating levels: Level 1 - startup main screen, Level 2 - calandria fuel channels plan screen, calandria positioning platform screen and general decommissioning device screen, general alarms screen, Level 3 - removal of the plugs by Cutting and Extraction Device screen, pressure tube cutting end extraction by Cutting and Extraction Device screen and end fitting extracting screen, illustrated in Figure 24.

5.3.1. Operator Panel Level 1 - Start up Screen

The Level 1 in the Touch Screen HMI operator panel is represented by main screen (see Figure 25). How this page is the startup main screen it is possible to pass to the level 2 screens operation (the calandria stage operations screens, positioning and plan, the decommissioning device stage operations and the alarms screen).
Figure 24. Representation of the HMI screens
5.3.2. Operator Panel Level 2 Screens

The Level 2 screens consists of the following screens:

a) The calandria fuel channels plan screen.

In this page the operator performs the following operations (see Figure 26):
- selection of the front or rear side of the calandria;
- selection of the fuel channel to be dismantled;
- confirmation of the performed operation to preparing the next operation step;

b) The calandria positioning platform screen.

In this page the operator performs the following operations (see Figure 27):
- vertical and horizontal movement of the platform device to the fuel channel selected, movement monitored by encoder value.

c) The general decommissioning device screen.

In this page the operator performs the following preliminary operations (see Figure 28):
- coupling and confirmation of the manual coupling operation finishing (see Figure 29);
- opening/closing of the device safety valve;
- tube selection by turning of storage tubes assembly in the working position;
- execution element selection by movement of the handling elements assembly in the working position;
- screen selection for working with one of the handling elements;
selection of the cutting and extraction device screen for plugs extraction and cutting operations and the extracting actuator screen for end fitting extraction extended channel closure plug mounting (see Figure 30).

Figure 30. Representation of the handling elements selection

d) The general alarms screen
In this screen the operator visualizes and acknowledges the faults appearance when the fuel channel decommissioning operations are performed.

The 5 classes of alarms, "Warnings", "Urgent", "High", "Medium" and "Low Errors" are exemplified in Figure 31.

Figure 31. Representation of the alarms classes

5.3.2. Operator Panel Level 3 Screens

The Level 3 screens in consists of the following screens:

a) The removal of the plugs by Cutting and Extraction Device screen.

In this page the operator performs the following operations with the extraction and cutting device (see Figure 32):

• selection of the operation step to be performed;
• extraction of the channel closure plug from the fuel channel;
• extraction of the shield plug from the fuel channel.

b) The pressure tube cutting end extraction by Cutting and Extraction Device screen.

In this page the operator performs the following operations with the extraction and cutting device:

• moving of the extraction and cutting device to the set-point value position;
• blocking the extraction and cutting device in the working position;
• cutting of the pressure tube in the middle of the pressure tube;
• cutting of the pressure tube at the end of the pressure tube at the joint with the end fitting;
• extraction of the pressure tube from the fuel channel and storage in the storage tubes assembly;
• confirmation of each finalization step in order to perform the next operation step (see Figure 33).

Figure 33. Representation of the pressure tube operating confirmation

c) The end fitting extracting screen

In this page the operator performs the following operations with the extracting actuator (see Figure 34):

• selection of the operation step to be performed;
• moving of the extracting actuator to the set-point value position;
• extraction and storage of the end fitting from the fuel channel;

In this page the operator performs the following operations with the extracting actuator:
• selection of the operation step to be performed;
• mounting / removal of the final channel closure plug to / from the fuel channel (see Figure 35);

Figure 35. Representation of the mounting / removal of the final channel closure plug operating

• confirmation of each finalization step in order to perform the next operation step (see Figure 36).

Figure 36. Representation of the steps confirmation

5.4. Radiation Level Monitoring Screen

The radiation level monitoring operator panel, mounted on the front of the control cabinet and connected to the radiation sensor, is mandatory for the radiation level monitoring of each extracted components from the fuel channel (see Figure 37). The system performs radiation level measurement, parameters calculation and records in the memory, achieving radiation levels tables for each fuel channel decommissioned component and connecting with a PC for data acquisition.

Based of it is possible to achieve statistics and archiving of these data registered.

Figure 37. Representation of the radiation level monitoring

5.5. Video Displays Monitoring

For monitoring the decommissioning operations of the fuel channel components are required for video cameras for the dismantling steps surveillance performed by the cutting and extraction device, and the extraction actuator (see video captures in Figure 38). The supervision of these operations need three cameras mounted in the following positions:

• a video camera in the cutting and extraction device, in front of the extraction module for monitoring the extraction channel closure plug, shield plug and pressure tube;
• a video camera in the device for monitoring the extraction of the extended channel closure plug;
• a video camera in the cutting and extraction device, into the cutting module for monitoring the process of the pressure tube cutting.

Figure 38. Representation of the video display monitoring

6. Conclusions

The design and the configuration characteristics of the fuel channel from the CANDU nuclear reactor are essentially in the design of device components. The fuel channel design has increased margins with extended operating life and is considered a fundamental part in the CANDU system.

The development of the fuel channels have made a significant contribution to the very high capacity factors attained in CANDU reactors because they allow refueling "on-power" status.

The decommissioning of the fuel channels is a complex process which requires the maximum radiation protection degree. The presented device concept could be a safety solution to protect the operators and the environment.

The mechanical design, automation and software programs of the device shall be achieved according to the particular features of the fuel channel components to be dismantled in the nuclear reactor decommissioning program, with respect of all security aspects. All components should be carefully checked accordingly with maintenance rules any deviation needs corrective actions.

The decommissioning of the fuel channels of nuclear reactor is not the final phase of nuclear facility decommissioning. This step represents only decommissioning phase of the calandria structure itself.

The proposed design concept could be continuous developed in respect with AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) rules and other international standards to ensure the
maximum safety against the nuclear radiation during exploitation life. [13] [14] [20] [21] [22]
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